Please note: Whenever possible, each piece of correspondence has been marked as to the original location in which it was found in Mr. Wallis's files. The key is as follows:

| BH       | BEYOND THE HILLS |
| EDL      | EN DIVINA LUZ    |
| HW       | HEAVEN'S WINDOW  |
| MK       | MANKILLER        |
| OC       | OKLAHOMA CROSSROADS |
| OM       | OIL MAN          |
| PBF      | PRETTY BOY FLOYD |
| R66      | ROUTE 66         |
| RWW      | REAL WILD WEST   |
| SSD      | SONG DOG DIARY   |
| WDY      | WAY DOWN YONDER  |

1:1 101 Old Timers Association. 1993-1997. (See also: Cooper, Sr., John D.)


1:4 Abney, John (BH)
Adams, Barb
Adams, Bill (OM)
Adler, Abigail (PBF)
ADWEEK
Alansky, Marilyn (OM)
Alberta (WDY)
Allan, Robyn (OM)
Allen, Dick (RWW)
Altmann, Reuben
American Airlines
American Heritage Publishing Co., Inc.
American Institute of Germanic Philology (PBF)

1:5 AMERICAN WAY Magazine. (See also: American Airlines)


1:8 AMERICANA Magazine.

1:9 Amon Carter Museum (OM)
Amsterdam Free Library (MK)
Anderson, Lola Mae (R66)
Archangel Motion Pictures & Television Inc. (OM)
ARIZONA DAILY STAR
Arkin Magazine Syndicate
ASHLAND NOW
Atricity Entertainment/Editorial International (PBF)
Atticus Press & Company (OM)
AUDUBON MAGAZINE
Austry, Gene (RWW)
AWAY Magazine
Azusa Historical & Cultural Landmark Commission (R66)

B. Dalton Booksellers (PBF)
Babbitt, Susan (PBF)
Bahm, David
Baldwin, Chester (RWW)
Banc First (PBF)
Bandana Tours & Events (OM)
Bantam Books, Inc. (OM)

Barnes, Harper (PBF)

Barrett, Jerry
Bartlesville Area History Museum & Archives (OM)
BARTLESVILLE TIMES (OM)
Bass, Becki (See: Blue Pig Book Shop)
Batjac Productions (RWW)
Baumer, Sandy
Bay, Tom (PBF)
Bazidlo, Tony R. (PBF)
BEACON JOURNAL, THE (PBF)
Bealmear, Holly & Brad
BEAUMONT ENTERPRISE-JOURNAL
Beaty, James (PBF)
Beaver, Christopher (WDY)

Beecher, Jane (OM)
Bellmon, Henry (OM)

Bernhardt, Kevin (PBF)
Berger, Mary (PBF)

Best of Books (PBF)
Bettmann News Photos (PBF)
Betty's Book Rack (OM)
Billings, J. W. (OM)
Blackside Inc. (PBF)
Blakely, Mike (RWW)
Bliss, Jr., Mrs. John (OM)
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma (R66)

2:2
Blue Pig Book Shop (PBF)
Bolher, Dotty
Bondark, James (PBF)
Bookshelf, The (Becki Bass) (PBF)
Booksore, The
Bookstore & More, The
Boston Avenue School of Continuing Education
Bothwell, Dorothy J. (PBF)
Boumelik, B. J. (OM)
Bound to be Read (R66)
Boyer, Skip
Brace Books & More (PBF)
Brass Ring Society, Inc.
Bremer, Jack D.
Brett, Mary (OM)
Broadcast Executives of Tulsa, Inc. (OM)

2:3
Brookes, Timothy R. (PBF)

Brower, Lucy (OM)
Brown, John C. (OM)
Brown, Ivan D. (PBF)
Buckingham Group (OM)
Bucklin, Beth (RWW)
Buffalo Creek Productions
Burgess, Cindy
Buthod, Richard (PBF)
Butler, Sydney Fern
Butts, Ed (PBF)

Canfield Gallery (RWW)
CARAVEL Magazine
Carter, Nancy (RWW)
Carrillo, Charlie (EDL)

2:4
Case, Mary (OM)

2:5
Case Mary

2:6
Cass, Maxine and Gebhart, Fred
Casto, Bill (RWW)
Chaffin, K. B. (PBF)
Chapel, Wilkinson, Riggs & Abney (OM)
Charles Machine Works
Chavez Chile Corporation
2:7 Chelsea, Jeanne (BH)
   Cherokee Heritage Indian Educational Foundation (MK)
   Cherokee Nation (MK)

2:8 Chicago Historical Society (OM)
   CHICAGO TRIBUNE
   Chickasaw Regional Library System (RWW)
   CHRISTIAN LIVING
   CHRISTIANITY TODAY
   Cincinnati & Hamilton County, Public Library of
   Clark, Brent (PBF)
   Clark, Brian
   Clark, Glenn
   Clark, Paul H. (OM)
   Clark, Rick (RWW)

2:9 Clark, Thomas L.

2:10 CLASSICS
   Cleveland Public Library (PBF)
   Cock-A-Hoop Publishing
   Coder, Joani (OM)
   Coe Company, David
   Colbert, Judy (OM)
   Cole, Russ (PBF)
   Collected Works Bookstore
   COMMERCIAL APPEAL, THE
   Community Development Foundation (PBF)
   Condit, Nancy P. (OM)
   CONNOISSEUR
   Cooke, Phil (PBF)
   Cooper, Sr., John D. (RWW)
   Cooper, Richard W. (OM)
   Copeland, Wade (PBF)
   Copely, Lois
   Cordry, Dee (PBF)
   Cornerstones Community Partnerships (EDL)
   Cotton, Robert L. (OM)

2:11 Council Oak Books (See also: Haralson, Carol)
   COUNTRY HOME
   Craft, John
   Cranor, Ruby (OM)
   Criterion Music Corporation (WDY)

2:12 Cross, Donna Lee

2:13 Cubbage, Dennis O. (OM)
   Cubbage, W. R. (OM)
Eisenberg Agency, Inc.
E. J. UNDERGROUND
El Paso Museum of Art
Elwell, Jr., John R. (PBF)

3:8
Enchantment Media, Inc.
Encyclopedia of the Great Plains (MK)
Endacott, Paul (OM)

3:9
Enid & Garfield County, Public Library of (OM)
Enrique’s
Entertainment Group, The (RWW)
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY (PBF)
ENTREPRENEUR Magazine
Esperanza Publications, Inc.
ESQUIRE Magazine (PBF)

3:10
e. t. & a. (Ed Towney & Associates)
Etowah Historical Museum
Evangelistic Enterprises Society
Evans, Thomas M.
Excel Energy & Exploration Corp. (OM)
Executive Women International (Tulsa Chapter) (OM)
Express
Finney Robert B. (OM)
First Edition Bookshop
First National Bank in Bartlesville (OM)
First Presbyterian Church
FIRST TAKE
Fisher, Lewis (OM)
Fitzgerald (OM)
Fitzgerald, David (OC)
Fitzgerald, Scott (RWW)

3:11
FLORIDIAN, THE
Floyd, Charles B. (PBF)
Floyd, Jack (PBF)
Ford, Bob (RWW)
Ford, Kathryn

3:12
Formby, Margaret
FORTUNE Magazine
Foss, Harris S. (MK)
Frank Phillips Foundation (OM)
Frank Phillips Home (OM)
Freiberg, Mickey (OM)
Frese, Bobby (OM)
Friends of the Old Chain of Rocks Bridge
FRONTIER Magazine
Full Circle Bookstore

4:1
Gable & Gotwals (PBF)
Gaddis, Vara
Gallegos, Celso
Gannon Distributing Co. (William Gannon)
Garrison, Harold D. (PBF) (MILL CREEK, THE LIFE AND TIMES, Chpt 9)
Gebhart, Fred (See: Cass, Maxine)

4:2
Geldeman, Carol (PBF)
GEO Magazine
GILCREASE JOURNAL
Gilcrease Museum Association
Gilman, John (See: Heide, Robert)
Glenda
Globe Pequot Press
Goldsborough, R. G.
Godchaux, Erik

4:3
Graphic Arts Center Publishing Co. 1995-1997 (OC)

4:4
Graphic Arts Center Publishing Co. 1998.

4:5

4:6

4:7

4:8
Graham, John W.
Grand River Dam Authority
Gray, Keith R. (RWW)
Gray, Sally (RWW)
Greenwood, Bob (OM)
Greenwood, Lee M.
Gressette, Felicia
Greteman Group (R66)
Griffin, Larry D. (RWW)
Griffith, Terry G. (RWW)

4:9
Hackett, James (PBF)
Halsey Publishing Co.
Hamilton, Melinda
Hampton Roads Publishing
Hank Thompson Celebrity Country
Haralson, Carol (PBF, BH) (See also: Council Oak Books)
Hanamura, Hiroshi & Akiko (R66)
Hardwick, Helen Jo (OM)
Harrell, Kathi (PBF)
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Harris, Jim (PBF)
Harsh, James B.
Hausman, Gerald (See: Hampton Roads Publishing)
Healy, Rita
Hebertson, Suzanne F. (RWW)
Heide, Robert (OM)

4:10
Heinz Family Foundation (MK)
Helmer, Bill (PBF)
Heritage Bookstore, The
Heritage Hall (Oklahoma City) (OM)
Higdon, Robb (OM)
High, Robert (PBF)
Hillcrest Center for 55+ (OM) (PBF)
Hillerman, Tony
Hit the Road Travel Store
Hitt, Jack & Carol (EDL)
Holcombe, Terri (PBF)
Holland, T. R. (PBF)
Holland Hall School
Hollie (OM)
Holmes, Joe (OM)
Holsman, Gale

5:1

5:2
Holy Protection Orthodox Monastery
HOME & AWAY Magazine
Hooper, Joan and Don
Hopper, Lenora
Hopton, Bud (PBF)
Houser, David G.
Hubbard, Linnes
Humphery, W. Joe
Hubert, Roger
Hunt, M. Leigh (MK)
Hurd, Jim (PBF)

5:3
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center (EDL)
INLAND SHORES/ISLAND LIFE (See: Hooper, Joan and Don)
Instrument Society America (PBF)
International Association of Crime Writers (PBF)
International Association of Lions Clubs (PBF)
Iowa Department of Veteran Affairs (OM)
Iowa Genealogical Society (OM)
Iowa State Historical Department (OM)

Janson, Mrs. E. J. (OM)
Jassin, Lloyd J.
Jeff (PBF)
Jimmy
Johns, Paul (RWW)
Johnson, Jan
Johnson, Rhonda (PBF)
Jones, Patricia Ann
Jones, William D. (RWW)
JOURNAL-TIMES
Julliard Alpha Liquors
Jung, B. C. (PGF)

Kaluzny, Zigy

5:4 Kane, Gail. "Frank's Fancy. Frank Phillips' Woolaroc."

5:5 Kane, Gail. "Frank's Fancy. Frank Phillips' Woolaroc."


5:7 Kansas City BBQ Society (PBF)
Kansas City Museum (PBF)
KANSAS CITY STAR (PBF)
Kansas City Union Station (PBF)
Kansas State Historical Society (PBF)
Kelly, Mack and Ann (BH)
Kennedy, Michael (PBF)
Kerr, Ann & Bob (PBF)
KEZW Radio (RWW)
KGVE Radio (PBF)
Kindy, Denise (PBF)
King, Jeffery S. (PBF)
Kirberger, Jody (OM)
KLIK Radio (PBF)
KLOK Radio (PBF)
KNME-TV (EDL)
Knudson, David (R66)
Koch, Mike (PBF)
KOOL Radio
Krenning, Dick & Marilyn (PBF)
KSNF-TV (R66)
KTUL-TV
Kuhn, Ruth E. F.
KWGS Radio (EDL)
KYFM Radio (PBF)
KY3 TV (PBF)

5:8 LaFortune, Robert J. (BH)
Lacey, Sue (OM)
Lallo, Ed
Lampe, David
Langley, Ray (OM)
Lawlis, Sybil N. "Mutton Stew for Dinner." (RWW)
Laytener, Ron
Lazear Agency (RWW)
Ledbetter, Suzann (MK)
Lehr, Jim
LEISURE Magazine
Lentz, Mike (PBF)
Leonard, John (Jack) W. (OM, MK, PBF)
Lessley, Jim
Lessley, Lea
Letcher, Martha (PBF)
Lewis, Melvon (RWW)
Library of Congress (PBF)

6:1
LIFE Magazine

6:2
Lilburn, Monte W.
Living Legend Library
LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK REVIEW
Low, M. C. (OM)
Lyons, Mrs. Jay R. (Nell Toland) (PBF)

Maccabee, Paul (PBF)
Makey, Bulah A. (OM)

6:3
Mankiller, Wilma P. (MK)

6:4
Mann Agency, Carol (R66, PBF)
Marcus, Stanley (EDL)
Marilyn & Dick (OM, PBF)
Maring, Gertrude (PBF)
Marland Estate Commission (OM)
Marshall, Nancy (OM)
Más, T. C. (R66, WDY)

6:5
Matejec, Hazel (MK)
Mattix, Rick (PBF)
Mays, Denise (WDY)
McClellan Corporation International (OM)
McCorkle, Rob
McCoy, Jan and Robert (PBF)
McMurtry, Larry
McNary, Loral
McNeil, Jack (PBF)

6:6
Mead, Robert (PBF)
Meadows Museum (Dallas, TX) (EDL)
Medley, Liz
Medley, Robert (PBF)

6:7
Mennonite Historical Library
Mennonite Quarterly Review
Merrill Lynch
Merry Gangsters Literary Society (PBF)
Mertz, Inc. (PBF)
Metro Networks
METROPOLITAN HOME
Metropolitan Library System, Oklahoma City, OK (OC)
Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce
Metz, Thomas
Meyer, Lewis (PBF)
Meyers, Christine (RWW)

6:8
MIAMI Magazine
Miami Public Library
Mid Atlantic Purchasing
MID-SOUTH Magazine
Midsouth Books
Mildred
Miller Agency, Inc., Peter (OM)
Miller, Irma (OM)
Miller, Joseph B. (RWW)
Missouri Department of Corrections (PBF)
Missouri Historical Society
Missouri Meerschaum Co.
Missouri, Route 66 Association of
Missouri Secretary of State, Office of
Missouri State Archives (PBF)
Missouri State Penitentiary
Missouri, University of (EDL)
Missouri Valley Special Collections

6:9
Moby Dickens Bookshop
MONEY Magazine
Montez Gallery (EDL)
Moore, Ada (PBF)
Moore, Mildred (OM)

6:10
Moore, Terrence
MOTHER ROAD JOURNAL, THE (PBF)
Moyer, Marilyn J. (OM)
Murphey, Ruth & Jerry (RWW)
MUSE AIR MONTHLY
Museum of New Mexico Press (EDL)
Myasthenia Gravis Foundation (MK)
Mysinger, Ken & Billie (PBF)
Narrative Television Network

7:1 National Association for Outlaw & Lawman History Inc.

7:2 National Association for Outlaw & Lawman History Inc.

7:3 National Cowboy Hall of Fame. 1984-1995.


7:6 National Cowboy Hall of Fame. 2000 Western Heritage Awards (video).

778 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Magazine
National Historic Route 66 Federation (R66)
National Public Radio
NATIVE PEOPLES Magazine
Nebraska State Historical Society (OM)
Nebraska, University of (Lincoln)
NEW MEXICO MAGAZINE (EDL, BH)
New Mexico Route 66 Association
NEW MEXICO SANTA FE REPORTER
New Mexico State University Alumni Association

7:8 New Orleans Writers' Conference

8:1 New York Library Association
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW (OM)
News Hour with Jim Lehrer, The
News Trak
Nichols, Chris (PBF)
NIMROD
NISSAN DISCOVERY
Norma (PBF)
North & Company, Jay (RWW)
Nortrup, Naomi Smith Orr (PBF)
Novack, John & Lynn

8:2 Obrecht, Jill (RWW)

8:3 O'Brien Bookshop, Mary (MK)
OCR: 1st Reunion Video
OETA (RWW)

8:4 Ohio Historical Society (PBF)
OK Mozart International Festival (PBF)

8:5 Oklahoma Center for the Book
8:6 OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMAN
Oklahoma Department of Corrections (PBF)
Oklahoma Department of Human Services (PBF)
Oklahoma Department of Libraries (OM, RWW)
Oklahoma Department of Rehabilitation Services (MK)
Oklahoma Department of Transportation
Oklahoma Genealogical Society
Oklahoma Heritage Association (BH)
Oklahoma Historical Society (PBF)
Oklahoma Library Association (PBF)
OKLAHOMA Magazine
Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation

8:7 Oklahoma Route 66 Association
Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation (PBF)
Oklahoma State Senate
OKLahoma STATE TROOPERS Magazine
Oklahoma State University

8:8 OKLAHOMA TODAY
Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department

8:9 Oklahoma, University of (Western History Collection) (PBF, WDY)
Oklahoma Writers' Federation, Inc.


9:2 Ol' Foundation Quarter Horse Reunion
Oral Robert Evangelistic Association
Ortega, Felipe (EDL)
OUTSIDE Magazine
Overton, Martha Sue (PBF)
Owens, Mary
Ozark Periodical Dist. Inc. (PBF)

9:3 Paddock, Anita
Painted Television (PBF)
PAN AM CLIPPER
PARENT'S Magazine
Parker Books of the West (EDL)
Parsons, Jack (HW)
Patnode, Claire (OM)
Patterson, Janette (PBF)
Patterson, Patrick (OM)
Paul, Philip (PBF)
Pawhuska Chamber of Commerce
Pawhuska Literacy Council, Inc.


10:1 Pepper, Doug (PBF)
       Perlstein, Mark (PBF)
       Peterson, Theodore & Edith (PBF)
       Petroleum Museum, The (OM)
       Pew, Jr., Thomas W. (See: THE AMERICAN WEST)
       Pleifler, Doug (OC)

10:2 Philbrook Museum of Art
       PHILLIP MORRIS Magazine

10:3 Phillips, Elliott (Chope) & Virginia (OM, BH)

10:4 Phillips, Frank


10:8 Phillips, Lee.
       Phillips Petroleum Company (OM)

10:9 Philmont Museum (BH)

10:10 Pioneer Rotary Club
       Pistol Pete (See: New Mexico State University Alumni Association)
       PLAYBOY.
       Plaza Resolana en Santa Fe (EDL)
       Poiry, B. J. (PBF)
       Ponca City Arts & Humanities
       Ponca City Cultural Center
       Ponca City Library
       Pontiac Driving Excitement
       Popp, Robert (PBF)
Popular Press (PBF)
POST DISPATCH
Potter, Jean
PRAIRIE SONG
Prentice Hall
Prindible, William C. (PBF)
Prior, Dixie (PBF)
Pryor Public Library
Public Relations Society of America (OM)
Public Service Company of Oklahoma
Putnam Berkley Group, Inc.
PW Forecasts (SDD)

10:11 Rae, Michele (PBF)
RAMBUSCH
Ramirez, David. "Bill Picket."

11:1 Rancho de Chimayo
Randle, Rodger A. (R66)
Random House (RWW)
Randy (BH, EDL)
Randy & Denise (PBF)
Ransom, Rebecca C. (R66)
Reason, Pearl (OM)
Recklet, Patty (SDD)
Recursos Resources Santa Fe
Redford, Robert
Reel, Stephen
RELAY
Renfrow, Sheri
Rennic, Linda
REPUBLIC SCENE Magazine
Resonance Listening & Growth for Women (OM)
Richard, Marie E. (RWW)
Richards, Ray (PBF)
Rider, Echo & Spide
Ritter, Al (RWW)
Rivera, Raymond L. (OM)
Rob (PBF)
Robinson, Francis Mary (RWW)

11:2 ROCKY MOUNTAIN Magazine
Rodriguez, Chris (PBF)
Roger (PBF)
Rogers, Roy
Rogers County Association of Retired Educators
Rogers State College (PBF)
Rogers University
ROLLING STONE
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Rome-Floyd County Library (PBF)
Roper, Laura L.
Rose, N. H. (PBF)
Rourke, Norman & Connie
Route 66 National Museum
Ruestman, Marilyn (PBF)
Rydal Press, The (OM)

11:3
Saint Theresa, Parish of (OM)
Salvation Army, The (MK)
SAN ANTONIO BUSINESS JOURNAL (OM)
San Bernardino Public Library
Sanders, Don
Santa Fe Public Library
SANTA FE REPORTER
Savage, Julia A. (OM)
Schaffner, Timothy
Schaid, James A.
Scheller & Associates (PBF)
Schemmel, William
SCIENCE 80
Scott, Katherine (PBF)
Scott, Rev. Phillip (PBF)
Seger, Christian Niles (OM)
Sewell, Ernie (OM)
Shelly (BH)
Shingler, Margueritte (PBF)
SIGNATURE
Skek, Tom (EDL)
Skidmore, Steve (PBF)
Sloan, James
Smith, Chad (MK)
Smith, Patterson (PBF)
Smith, Violet Dortsch (RWW)
Smith/Tarter & Company
SMITHSONIAN Magazine

11:4
Society of American Travel Writers

11:5
Sooner Federal
SOUTHERN LIVING Magazine
SOUTHERN Magazine
SOUTHWEST ART
SOUTHWESTERN AIRLINES Magazine
Spanish Colonial Arts Society, Inc. (EDL)
Spellmeyer, Sue (PBF)
St. Louis Field Office
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH (OM)
ST. LOUIS EVENING NEWS
12:3    ST. PETERSBURG TIMES
        Stein, Shifra (OM)
        Steck, Lynn
        STERM Magazine
        Steve (PBF)
        Stewart, Erma (See: Edmond Memorial High School)
        Streich, Laura M. (RWW)
        Sturmer, Corinna (RWW)
        Susie (OM)
        Susie's Books & Gifts (MK)
        Susman, Scherner, Rimmel & Shifrin (PBF)
        Suzanne Craig Represents (PBF)
        Swadley, Rosalea (PBF)
        Swimmer, Ross (Friends of) (MK)
        Sydebotham, Marjorie D. (OM)
12:4    Tahlequah Friends of the Library (RWW)
        Tauck Tours Inc.
        Teague, Margaret W. (OM)
        Tequila Herradura, S. A.
        Terry, Karen & Ben
        TEXAS BUSINESS
        TEXAS MONTHLY
        Theatre Intime Association
        Theobald, Ken (RWW)
        THIS LAND
        TIME Magazine
        TIMELINE (See: Brookes, Timothy R.)
        Toledo-Lucas County Public Library (PBF)
        Tollerson, Diana
        Towney & Associates (See: e. t. & a.)
12:5    Tradición Revista
        TRADITIONS
        TRAVEL & LEISURE
        TRAVELER
        Travelin' Over 55
        Trew, Delbert (R66)
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Trible, William E. (PBF)
Tricle Automatic Arms Company (PBF)
TRO (WDY)
TROPIC (MIAMI HERALD)
Trujillo, Floyd (EDL)

12:6 Tuck, George Roy

12:7 Tucker, Oliver (PBF)
Tulsa Airport Authority
Tulsa City-County Library (PBF)
Tulsa, City of
Tulsa Gun & Knife Show
Tulsa Historical Society
Tulsa Indian Art Festival
Tulsa Knife & Fork Club

12:8 TULSA Magazine
Tulsa Nightwriters
Tulsa Rotary Club (PBF)
TULSA TRIBUNE (PBF)
Tulsa, The University of
TULSA WORLD
Turrentine, James R. & Regina (PBF, RWW)
Turnham, Michelle (PBF)
Twyford, Janice Smith

13:1 Van Fleet, Jackie
VARIA Magazine
Varjabetian, Craig (EDL)
VENTURE Magazine
Victim Assistance
Vielhaber, Frank J.
Villa Loma (EDL)

13:2 Ulrich, Sue (PBF)
United States: Department of Justice: Federal Bureau of Investigation (PBF)
University of New Mexico Press (EDL)
University of Oklahoma Press (WDY, R66)
University of Texas at Austin
US Magazine

13:3 Walker, Dean & Paula (R66)
Wallace, Norene (RWW)
Walls, Jody
Walpole, Jan (PBF)
Warehime, Wanda
Warner Bros. Records, Inc. (MK)
Warren, Steven L. (MK)
Washington County Historical Society, Inc. (OM)
Webb, Michael (PBF)
Weidler, Ruth D.
Westark Community College (PBF)
Western Writers of America, Inc. (RWW)
Westport Public Library (OM)
Wheeler, Katherine (OM)
Wichita Public Library (PBF)
WIBA FM Radio
Widener, Jr., Ralph W. (OM)
Wiegert, Becky (PBF)
Wieman, Mary C. (WDY)

13:4 Wigglesworth, Albert M.

13:5 Wight, Patricia Kelley
Wiley, Jack
William Morris Agency (PBF, EDL, OM)

13:6 Williams Companies Inc.
Williams, Cynthia (RWW)
Williams Natural Gas Company (OM)
Witherspoon & Chernoff Associates, Inc. (PBF)
Wolfe Associates, Al
Woody Guthrie Publications (WDY)
Woolaroc Museum (OM)
WORKSAVOR Magazine
Wright, Mike (PBF)
Writers Hall of Fame (RWW)
Wurtitzer Foundation of New Mexico, The
YellowPad, Inc. (RWW)
Yoder, Malinda
Yordi, E. Lorene (PBF)

13:7-9 Unidentified